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Books.

Much pressing matter for our first issue almost excludes from this number

the notices of books to which we are pledged
;
meanwhile, a word as to the

sorts of books we propose to notice. We must be allowed to be a law unto

ourselves in our judgment as to what makes for education, in books, new

and old. Very commonly, we shall omit to notice obviously valuable works,

for the sufficient reason that they are already well-known
;
while we hope to

unearth, or remind our readers of other works, likely to be forgotten in the

rush of new publications, which should yet help in the formation of

character,—the essential function of education. Here, again, we invite

co-operation. One aim of the Parents' Review is, as has been well said,

“ to make private interests communal ”
;
and we shall gladly give, say,

half a page, to a book which the reviewer considers has had an

appreciable influence for good upon his own character, or upon the

characters of his children. The range is wide ;
from,-to draw a bow

at a venture

—

Struwwelpeter, to the “Memorials of Caroline Fox ,

but the whole legion of compendiums, abstracts, and epitomes is

excluded. “We must draw the line somewhere, it is true

but ,h. limitation t.e »d„p, is no. arbitrary. Tb. book *.h » »
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Notes and Queries.

, u,P « Notes,” but do not publish all in
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discussion. , f which the word suggests—

"TS «•w'actically, a parents' debating d«b.

and reserve to ourselves the power to devote our 1 0 es -

pages to a debate on any one subject, We do not hold ourselves

responsible for opinions advanced in these pages. Members of t e

Correspondence Syndicate will sign their answers with the initials, C.S.

Until what age ought a child to have a warm bath every

evening ? The morning cold bath is always continued
;
but is

not a hot daily bath too relaxing ?—INQUIRER.

I am very anxious to make the most of my time, yet each
evening I seem to have left a number of things undone. Perhap:
the editor, or some of the readers of the Parents' Review

,
car

give me some help ? With your permission, I will name th«
things I ought to do, and a few of those I would like to do. !

have four children, from one to seven years of age, and on.

thcTdr
’•
^ m°rmng 1 have t0 orange the meals, &c., dus

attend to the plants, take charge of thchildren wh.le the nurse t,d,es the night nursery, and teach th
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two elder children
;
then I must practise with the eldest boy

who learns the violin. When the weather is fine, the children
go out for about two hours before dinner, and I have that time
as a rule to myself. After dinner I go to the nursery while the
nurse dines

;
and at 5.30 we commence to put the babies to

bed. Besides doing these things, which I regard as absolute
duties, I am very fond of music and painting, and must read to

keep abreast of the times
;
and I have many social duties to

perform. The nurse and I also make all the children’s clothes.

I can truly say I am sometimes almost distracted. How is a

mother to fulfil her duties ?—Mater.

Prizes.

x,—Mrs. F. Steinthal writes Would you allow a competition to be

entered in the Review ? If so, might I offer the following : A Prize for

the best drawing from a child’s toy thing. A Prize for the best painting

from an object. A Prize for the best model in clay. The competition

is only open to boys and girls under nine years of age. The work must

be sent in before May 1st, and the names of the winners will appear

in the June number.” We are most glad that the stimulus of these prizes

should be offered to the children ;
and we hope, also, that the six most

promising of the. little competitors may have the advantage of a few

helpful hints from Mrs. Steinthal.

2 -A Prize for the most complete and prettily-arranged collection

of spring flowers (wild). The children must remember that trees beai

flowers. Open to boys and girls under nine years of age.

7 A Prize for the most complete collection of spnn0

botanically arranged and described. Limit of age, eiShteen
, in

Particulars as to when and how these competitions should be sent


